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FIG. 1: Low-maintenance crash attenuatar. FIG. 2: LMA after impact 4/89, IH-410. 
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expendable items (such as water, sand 
or hex-foam) to slow down a head-on 
impact safely. Every head-on impact 
into a conventional crash cushion de
stroys one or more of the energy-ab
sorbing elements, spreading either wa
ter or debris onto the roadway. Labor 
and materials to replace the damaged 
elements are costly. Repair costs dur
ing the life of a frequently hit crash 
cushion can be much greater than the 
initial cost. Further more, maintenance 
activities on heavily traveled streets and 
freeways interrupts traffic, which in
creases accident risk, endangering both 
motorists and repair crews. 

DESIGN CRITERIA 
The design criteria were to: 1) have 

no sacrificial parts; 2) have sufficient 
strength to withstand most impacts with- . 
out damage to any components; 3) be 
approximately the same width as a stan
dard CSSB; 4) perform as a crash cush
ion when struck head-on and as a longi
tudinal barrier when hit from the side; 
and 5) meet nationally recognized safety 
standards set out in NCHRP 230, Rec
ommended Procedures for the Safety 
Peiformance Evaluation of Highway 
Appurtenances. Preliminary analysis 
was based on the assumption that elas
tomeric cylinders in a row will collapse 
in a sequence such that one cylinder is 
almost completely collapsed before the 
next cylinder begins to collapse. This 
analysis showed that 28-inch outside 
diameter cylinders with two different 
wall thicknesses would meet safety cri
teria. The cylinders in the front' of the 
treatment have a 1.75-inch wall and the 
back cylinders have a 4.5-inch wall. 
After lab testing numerous materials, a 
relatively hard natural rubber compound 
(durometer of 80) was chosen. The 
energy absorbing capacity of this mate
rial varied less than 35 percent for tem
peratures between -20°F and 120°F. 
This characteristic, primarily, made it 
possible to design an end treatment that 
would perform acceptably at the range 
of anticipated temperatures. 

The design, as crash tested, consisted 
of six thin-walled (1.75-inch) cylinders 
in the front and seven thick-walled (4.5
inch) cylinders in the rear, separated 
and supported by steel diaphragms. Skid 

shoes were welded to the support legs 
to aid sliding. This placement allows 
unrestrained longitudinal collapse of the 
cylinders so they do not create exces
sive frictional forces by dragging on 
the ground. Rails with restraining chains 
prevent excess lateral movement (Fig. 
3). A rubber cylinder, placed vertically 
in front of the unit, serves to minimize 
potential override or underride of an 
impacting vehicle. Thrie beam fender 
panels are attached to the steel dia
phragms. The end treatment was de
signed to sustain most impacts without 
replacement of any parts and to be re
stored in less than an hour. However, 
the rubber cartridges do not have suffi
cient elastic stiffness to completely re
store the system after a hit. Therefore, 
restraining cables were attached be
tween the diaphragms allowing the 
cushion to be pulled back into place 
easily. 

As well as satisfying NCHRP 230 
guidelines, crash testing the cushion 
proved it was not damaged during head
on impacts with 1800 lb cars traveling 
at up to 60 mph and 4400 lb cars travel
ing at speeds of 50 mph (Fig. 4). These 
impact conditions include over 95 per
cent ofexpected head-on accidents. For 
these accidents, the end treatment can 
be repaired in less than an hour and the 

FIG. 3: Detail of hinge plate and re
straining chain. 

FIG. 4: No elements destroyed. 

total repair costs are usually below $100. 
Furthermore, even relatively severe side 
impacts do not cause major damage to 
the system. In the final report of HPR 
346, Roadside Concrete Barrier: War
rants and End Treatment, [Ref. 1], the 
researchers recommended that the low
maintenance rubber cylinder end treat
ment be installed on an experimental 
basis at several locations to examine its 
in-service performance. Subject to its 
acceptable field performance, they then 
recommended it could be installed as 
an operational system. 

FIELD INSTALLATIONS 
The field version of the low-mainte

nance attenuator (LMA), as it is being 
marketed by Energy Absorption Cor
poration, is approximately 34 feet long, 
which is 13 feet longer than a six bay 
GREAT system. The initial cost of an 
LMA is around $28,000, as opposed to 
around $13,000 for a GREAT (not in
cluding installation). This big a price 
difference means the LMA is only cost 
effective in a high hit area (5 or more 
hits a year). Probably, it is best used as 
a retrofit, rather than as an initial instal
lation on a new facility, after accident 
data has been gathered proving a high 
frequency of impacts with narrow rigid 
structures and where no other way to 
eliminate the hazard exists. 

San Antonio 
San Antonio installed an LMA in 
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1987. It is on IH-41O eastbound where 
410 passes under IH-IO. The LMA re
'placed a HYDRO system. The annual 
average daily traffic (AADT) is 170,000. 
There is a left-hand exit in the vicinity 
and a complex interchange about a mile 
upstream from the LMA. Consequently, 
there is a lot of double movement and 
weaving in the area. Historically, most 
of the accidents are evening and late 
night. 

The only variation from the original 
design is the addition of a GREAT nose 
guard to the vertical front cylinder. 
District personnel thought the deline
ation of the face of the nose guard im
proved the system's overall visibility, 
as well as improving the system's ap
pearance. 

The IH-41O LMA has been hit at 
least 8 times in the last two years. The 
hits have ranged in severity from col
lapsing the unit approximately 14 feet 
to just knocking the nose guard askew 
slightly (Figs. 5 & 6). In no case have 
there been fatalities or major injuries 
resulting from vehicles hitting this 

MA. In fact, district personnel have 
yet to see an automobile which has hit 
the LMA because no driver has had to 
be towed from the site. The only part 
that has had to be replaced is the 
GREAT nose guard. The system has 
taken, on the average, 45 minutes to 
restore, as opposed to the 2 to 3 hours it 
took to repair the HYDRO that used to 
be there. 

District IS is pleased with the field 
performance of the LMA and feels it 
may be the best of all the different types 
of units they've worked with so far. 
They consider it well worth the $25,000 
initial fee and, in 1989, installed an
other unit at a different location on IH
10. At the time of writing, it had not 
been hit. 

Fort Worth 
At about the same time San Antonio 

installed their first LMA, Fort Worth 
District also installed one at the IH-20 
nortMH-820 east interchange. This 
LMA replaced a sand barrel crash cush
ion that was constantly being hit and 
needing maintenance. The AADT 
through this area is 90,000. The LMA 
was installed without major modifica

tion to the Special Specification Item, 
"Low Maintenance Crash Cushions," 
and the LMCC-87 drawings. However, 
to make the black rubber front cylinder 
more visible to motorists, a nine square 
reflector panel has been placed on it. 

Since 1987, the LMA has been hit 
about five times hard enough to require 
a crew to come and pull it back out. 
Scrapes, bumps and dings suggest that 
the LMA has had a number of minor 
impacts as well that haven't required 
any maintenance. None of the impacts 
severely compressed the LMA, although 
one fender panel has had to be replaced. 
All vehicles impacting the LMA have 
been driven away before Department 
personnel got word of the accidents. 

Fifteen or twenty minutes is all it 
has taken a crew to pull the LMA back 
out after it has been hit. The hit that 
required a fender to be replaced took a 
little over an hour to repair. The cost 
was under $100. 

The LMA seems to have solved the 
crash cushion maintenance problem at 
this site. The only minor objection to it 
is, with the exposed matte black rubber 
cylinder hanging out in front and the 
rather lumpy appearance of the cylin
ders in the bays, that it 's not very aes-

FIG. 5: Mild hit 9/9/88, /H-410. 

thetically appealing. However, district 

. maintenance personnel love it for its 

performance, even if it's not very pretty. 


Austin 
District 14 has the most recent LMA 

installation, placed 31 October 1989. 
The LMA was placed on IH-35 on the 
elevated express lanes southbound near 
where thp plpvated entrance ramp from 
Airport Blvd. joins. The AADT is 
182,000. The LMA replaces a narrow 
HYDRO which was protecting a con
crete safety-shaped barrier. This HY
DRo had experienced an average of six 
to seven hits a year. The HYDRO had 
performed well, protecting errant mo
torists from serious injury. However, 
every time it was hit, it sprayed anti
freeze a] lover the lanes, and often the 
district had to close the entrance ramp 
and two southbound express lanes for 
several hours in order to repair the unit. 

Two unique features of the IH-35 
installation are the design of the front 
anchor plate and the fact the unit was 
preassembled before being brought to 
the site. The LMA sits halfway on one 
bridge deck and halfway on another, so 
there is lateral and verticaJ motion to be 
dealt with. The standard anchor design 
would not adequately handle the 

FIG. 6: Severe hit 8/89, /H-410. 
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stresses, so TIl designed a special one 
(Fig. 7). It consists of two plates bolt
anchored to the deck on either side of 
the longitudinal split with a top plate 
that bridges the split. The top plate 
has two oval holes that fit over the cyl
inders that are part of the bottom plates. 
Rods, secured by cotter pins, near the 
top of each cylinder keep the top plate 
from coming off. The assembly allows 
approximately 2 inches of play hori
zontally and vertically around each cyl
inder. The restraining cable runs into 
the top plate and is tensioned in the 
same manner that the cable is tensioned 
on a standard front anchor plate. 

The crew preas sembled most of the 
unit in the maintenance yard to save 
installation time. The rubber cylinder 
for the bay nearest the backstop was the 
only piece unattached before the unit 
went to the job. Preassembly not only 
saved installation time, it also allowed 
the crew, who had not assembled an 
LMA before, to learn how to assemble 
the unit correctly without having to be 
exposed to the dangers of traffic. The 
unit was brought in by flatbed truck and 
positioned between the lateral motion 
restraint rails by a hydraulic crane (Fig. 
8). The lifting bar, also shown in Fig
ure 8, was fabricated at District 14 for 
this job. 

After the unit was lifted onto the 
rails, the crew attached it to the back
stop. The LMA was then stretched, 
using the crane, to its full length. The 
lateral motion restraining chains were 
then hooked over their respective studs. 
Again using the crane, the last cylinder 
was positioned in the end bay. The 
crew bolted the cylinder to its dia
phragm, tensioned the sliding hinge 
plates on the fender panels, and attached 
the restraining cable. The entire job 
from the removal of the HYDRO to the 
final tightening of the cable on the new 
LMA took about six hours. The esti
mated time savings of preassembling 
the unit was six hours. 

The Austin unit had not been hit yet 
at the time of this writing. 

CONCLUSIONS 
So far, the low-maintenance crash 

attenuator is behaving in the field ex
actly as predicted in the research. The 

FIG. 7: The split-plate front anchor. 

performance of the 1987 LMA installa
tions in San Antonio and Fort Worth 
bears out the reusable nature of the sys
tem. Both districts have minimized out
of-service time and produced mainte
nance savings when the LMAs are 
compared to the systems they replaced. 
Rather than initial installations on new 
facilities, LMAs are probably best used 
as a retrofit shielding narrow objects at 
sites where accident data has proven a 
high frequency of impacts and where 
no way of eliminating the hazard exists. 
For information on how, when and 

where to install LMAs, districts should 
contact their Highway Design Division 
(D-8) Field Area Engineers. 

SPECIAL THANKS TO: 
Mr. Ralph Apodaca, District 2, 

Mr. Ernest Morris, District 14, 

Mr. Clyde Bennett, District 15 

for information on the LMA instaBa

tions in their respective districts. 
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TRAFFIC CONFLICT TECHNIQUES FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS: 


PURPOSE 
This study provides guidelines on 

how to use traffic conflict surveys as a 
standard procedure for determining 
whether operational and roadway char
acteristics are contributing to a safety 
problem at highway intersections. The 
traffic conflict surveys help determine 
if an intersection has an abnormally high 
traffic conflict rate and serves as an ac
curate substitute for long-range studies 
of hazardous intersections that depend 
on information gathered from accident 
reports. With the information contained 
in this study, traffic engineers can de
termine if a traffic problem exists at a 
site, why it exists, how to alleviate it, 
and how to find corrective measures 
that will reduce future conflicts and ac
cidents. 

BACKGROUND 
The conventional way of determin

ing whether a safety problem exists at a 
highway intersection is to review and 
analyze historical accident reports from 
the site. This method requires traffic 
engineers to wait an average of three or 
more years for accidents in order to 
collect enough data to make an analy
sis. It also depends on the often biased, 
inconclusive, or incomplete information 
contained in accident reports and does 
not reflect the large number of acci
dents for which no reports are ever filed. 

A traffic conflict survey is an alter
native that relies on first-hand informa
tion collected by trained observers at 
traffic sites. By analyzing observers' 
data on number and types of traffic 
conflicts at an intersection over a given 

i period of time, the traffic engineer can 
determine whether a hazardous traffic 
situation exists and whether he should 
recommend corrective action. The traf
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FIG. 1: Lane-change conflict. 

fic conflict survey has the advantage of 
using quantified, observable, timely data 
in place of accident reports as a basis 
for drawing conclusions about an 
intersection's safety. It can be started 
and completed in a short period of time 
and used to predict average accident 
rates as accurately as estimates based 
on historical accident reports. It is also 
cost effective. 

APPROACH 
The study is divided into a number 

of "how-to" sections-training observ
ers, conducting the survey, analyzing 
the data, interpreting the results, mak
ing decisions and recommendations, and 
evaluating the survey's effectiveness. 

The first section provides an over
view of traffic conflict surveys and 
procedures. It defines a traffic conflict 
as a potential accident situation involv
ing two vehicles where one or both driv
ers take evasive action such as braking 
or weaving to avoid a collision. The 
evasive action must result from an un

usual or unexpected situation, for ex
ample, when the first driver slows down 
going through a clear intersection and 
causes the second driver to brake. Nor
mal traffic movements, such as slow
ing down to make a turn, are not con
sidered traffic conflicts. This section 
then defines the standard types of traf
fic conflicts which observers will clas
sify at traffic sites-"opposing left turn 
traffic conflict," for example, and "slow
vehicle, same direction traffic conflict." 
Explanatory illustrations are included. 

The second section of the study de
scribes how to conduct a one- to two
week training session for observers so 
that the information they provide is 
accurate and reliable. The study pro
vides daily learning goals, examples of 
traffic situations, and ways the traffic 
engineer can measure and minimize 
observer differences in classifying traf
fic conflicts. 

The third section of the study pro
vides step-by-step instructions on con
ducting a traffic conflicts survey. The 
section explains when to conduct a sur
vey and what preliminary information 
a traffic engineer will need, including a 
list of study sites, the recording period, 
the number of observers needed, and 
what kind, how much, and at what times 
the data should be collected. 

Following this preparation, obser
vers conduct the survey as outJined in 
an Observers' Manual. Once the data 
is in, it must be compiled and presented 
in several steps: an initial review, a 
data summation, and a graphic summa
tion through photographs or diagrams. 

The fourth section explains how an 
engineer should analyze and interpret 
the data. The study notes that, in the 
past, one major problem with using traf
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fic conflict surveys for safety analysis 
was the uncertainty concerning how 
many conflicts constitute a safety prob
lem at a given intersection. The survey 
contains tables that address this ques
tion with numbers and guidelines the 
traffic engineer can use in making his 
decisions. 

The survey explains how best to 
define abnonnal limits for a site and 
provides a five-step process for devel
oping daily conflict values for a par
ticular area or intersection characteris
tic. The survey also describes how to 
detennine possible causes for an ab
nonnally high conflict rate and how to 
use the traffic conflict data to confirm 
or even supplement infonnation con
tained in accident reports. 

The next section explains how to 
use the traffic conflict data to select 
countenneasures that will eliminate or 
reduce the safety problem. As a guide, 
two countenneasure selection tables are 
included which provide a list of pos
sible causes for each type of traffic 

conflict situation and the countennea
sures that are generally most effective. 

The traffic conflict survey technique 
allows immediate evaluation of a 
countenneasure through conflict obser
vations before and after the change is 
made. In addition, data from traffic 
conflict surveys can be used to extrapo
late the number of accidents that will 
occur if changes are not made. Research 
has shown that prediotions based on 
conflict reports are as accurate as those 
based on accident reports. 

Because many types of safety im
provements require justifications based 
on costs and benefits related to acci
dent rates, it is often difficult for high 
conflict locations to compete for scarce 
improvement funds with high accident 
locations. The study explains how the 
engineer can use the conflict data to 
establish priorities for making improve
ments at a site. It also lists programs 
and funding sources that states can 
draw upon to improve roadway haz
ards at locations not identified by acci

dent experience. 
The study concludes with a bibliog 

raphy and two appendices, one of data 
fonns that traffic engineers can use and 
,the other of a sample computer pro
gram that will calculate daily conflict 
rates . 

FINDINGS 

As more highway agencies conduct 
traffic conflict studies, conflict and 
accident data can be pooled by high
way agencies so that larger validation 
and more widely applicable accident 
prediction values can be obtained. 
While these future enhancements are 
desirable, they do not inhibit an agency 
from immediately implementing traffic 
conflict studies to obtain the numerous 
benefits that are not possible with acci
dent-based analysis. This report is avail
able from the D-l OR Technology Trans
fer Library. For more infonnation on 
the traffic conflict survey technique, 
contact Lewis Rhodes, D-18STO, (512) 
465-6330, Tex-An 258-8330. 

STRATEGIC HIGHWAY RESEARCH PROGRAM: 

TEXAS INVOLVEMENT IN LTPP 


by Mohanan Achen 

Center for Transportation Research 


University of Texas at Austin 


INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenal cost of maintain

ing, rehabilitating, and operating the $1 
trillion Interstate Highway System is a 
matter of serious concern [Ref. 1] . 
Approximately $400 billion will be 
spent replacing and rehabilitating pave
ments in the l,J.S. before the end of the 
century [Ref. I]. The country cannot 
afford to spend such massive amounts 
of money on highway maintenance. The 
answer to this problem lies in more 
research to develop new materials , 
equipment, and processes. It has been 
discovered that the highway industry 
spends much less on research compared 
to other industries. In 1982, fifteen 
hundredths of a percent of highway 
revenues was funnelled back into re
search [Ref. 1]. A more disturbing fact 
is that highway research spending has 

steadily declined over the previous dec
ade [Ref. 1]. 

The Strategic Highway Research 
Program (SHRP) was initiated to im
prove present methods of highway de
sign and maintenance procedures. A 
SHRP pre-implementation study was 
conducted in the 1984 - 86 period and it 
was ready and operational when fund
ing became available in April 1987 
[Ref. 2]. A total of $150 million or 
one quarter of one percent of total high
way allocation was awarded for the fi
nancial year period between 1987-1991 
[Ref. 2]. The first SHRP contracts, 
worth $16 million, were awarded on 
October 6, 1987 [Ref. 2J. SHRP covers 
the following four strategic research 
areas which are described below [Ref. 
2]: 

1. 	 AsphaJt-$10 million per year for 

five years; 

2. 	 Long Tenn Pavement Perfonnance 
(LTPP)-$10 million per year for 
five years with a possible additional 
fifteen years; 

3. 	 Maintenance Operations-$22 
million for five years; 

4. 	 Concrete & Structures-$22 mil
lion for five years. 

LONG TERM PAVEMENT PER
FORMANCE (LTPP) STUDY 

The Long Tenn Pavement Perfonn
ance (L TPP) Study is the first compre
hensive research program on long tenn 
pavement perfonnance since the accel
erated AASHO Road Test which was 
completed in 1960. L TPP is gatherin 
pavement infonnation on specific pave
ment perfonnance factors of design, 
traffic, materials, and environment. 
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L TPP products are expected to include 
better predictive models for use in de
sign and pavement management, much 
better understanding of the effects of 
many variables on pavement perfonn
ance, and new techniques for design 
and construction. The costs for the 
L TPP study program is less than one
thousandth of the nation's pavement ex
penditures for the 20-year duration of 
the study [Ref. 2]. 

LTPP has the following objectives 
[Ref. 3]: 

1. 	 Evaluate existing design methods
The evaluation of existing design 
methods will depend on the nature 
of the design method itself. The 
predictive equations that will be 
developed from the L TPP program 
can be used to evaluate the de
signs using a particular method. 
Most existing design procedures 
will be evaluated through the ap
plication of the LTPP predictive 
equations to the pavement thick
ness designs that results from that 
design procedure. 

2. 	 improve design methodologies and 
strategies for the rehabilitation of 
existing pavements-Rehabilitation 
is the least understood facet of 
pavement management. We do not 
possess sufficient knowledge re
garding the numerous interactions 
between the condition of the exist
ing pavement prior to rehabilita
tion and the features of the reha
bilitation itself. The predictive 
equations from the L TPP data will 
be used as a basis for improved 
design methodologies and strate
gies for rehabilitation. 

3. 	 improve design equations for new 
and reconstructed pavements
Predictive equations will be devel
oped for the significant distress and 
perfonnance measures. The "cali
bration" of mechanistic-empirical 
models for design will be under
taken. These new or calibrated 
models may be structured into a 

iii 	 design procedure that will limit 
distresses and perfonnance meas
ures to acceptable levels. 

4. 	 Determine the effects of loading, 

environment, material properties 
and variability, construction qual
ity, and maintenance levels on 
pavement distress and perform
ance- The primary approach for 
detennining the effects of the sig
nificant parameters will be the 
development of predictive equa
tions and the statistical evaluation 
of the separate variables and their 
interactions with each other. 

5. 	 Determine the effects of specific 
design features on pavement per
formance. 

The ultimate aim of L TPP program 
is to create a National Pavement Data 
Base (NPDB). The NPDB will contain 
inventory infonnation and perfonnance 
histories of pavements with various 
design features, materials, traffic loads, 
environmental conditions, and mainte
nance practices. Most of the input for 
the NPDB will be drawn from the Gen
eral Pavement Studies and Specific 
Pavement Studies, which will be de
scribed later. The L TPP study is col
lecting two basic categories of data 
items [Ref. 4]: 

1. 	 inventory data-Refers to those 
items that remain constant over the 
monitoring period. 

(a) 	 Describe pavement cross-sec
tion and material properties of 
its structural constituents; 

(b) 	 Describe the environment in 
which the pavement test sec
tion exists; 

(c) 	 Obtain the historical traffic and 
axle-load data prior to the 
long-term monitoring effort; 

(d) 	 Obtain previous maintenance 
records; 

(e) 	 Obtain previous resurfacing or 
rehabilitation records. 

2. 	 Monitoring data-Includes those 
items that will change with time 
and will require periodic measure
mentsor updating during the moni
toring period. 

(a) 	 Distress and serviceability
monitored once every other 
year; 

(b) 	 Traffic-monitored 7 days per 
month; 

(c) 	 Axle load data (weigh-in-mo
tion}-monitored 7 days per 
season; 

(d) 	 Skid testing~monitored once 
by the state; 

(e) 	 Deflection testing-monitored 
once every other year. 

This experimental program consists of 
two types of studies, which are General 
Pavement Studies (GPS) and Specific 
Pavement Studies (SPS). 

GENERAL PAVEMENT STUDIES 
(GPS) 

GPS can be defined as one large 
experiment which is categorized by 
certain site selection factors. Factorial 
experiments will be conducted to iden
tify significant factors in pavement de
sign like environment, pavement type, 
and traffic. The primary goal of the 
GPS is to develop a national database 
for the L TPP stud)' by evaluating exist
ing inservice pavement sections with a 
suitable range of characteristics. The 
primary goal of selecting sections is to 
structure a national study of existing 
pavement types that have a suitable 
range of environmental, traffic, and 
structural characteristics. 

A total of 12 IO sections are targeted 
for evaluation [Ref. 5]. These sections 
represent diverse erivironmental areas 
throughout United States and Canada, 
including Hawaii and Puerto Rico. To 
implement GPS, U.S.A. and Canada 
have been divided into four different 
regions; North Atlantic, Southern, North 
Central and Western. Texas is in the 
Southern Region with Brent Rauhut 
Engineering of Austin as the regional 
contractor. Eighty-eight of these sites, 
or approximately 10 percent of the total 
number, are in Texas [Ref. 6]. Follow
ing are the eight pavement types moni
tored by GPS and the corresponding 
number of test sites in Texas [Ref. 6]: 

GPS-I: AC Over Granular Base-37 

sections are being studied. 


GPS-2: AC Over Stabilized Base-9 

sections. 


GPS-3: Jointed Plain Concrete 

(JPCP)-3 sections. 


GPS-4: Jointed Reinforced Concrete 

Pavement (JRCP}-4 sections. 
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GPS-S: Continuously Reinforced Con
crete Pavement (CRCP)-19 sections. 

GPS-6A: AC Overlay of ACP-Asphalt 
stiffness properties, strength of the origi
nal pavement and overlay thickness are 
the structural effects of interest. Cur
rently, S sections are being studied. 

GPS-6B: AC Overlay of ACP-Simi
lar to GPS-6A except that the original 
condition of the pavement surface prior 
to overlaying is studied instead of over
lay stiffness. Three sections are being 
studied. 

GPS-7A: AC Overlay of PCC-Struc
tural characteristics of interest are over
lay thickness and original pavement 
type. Two sections are being studied. 

GPS-7B: AC Overlay of PCC-Condi
tion of pavement prior to overlay is an 
additional characteristic being studied. 
Nine sections are being studied. 

GPS-9: Unbonded PCC Overlay of 
Concrete Pavements-3 sections. 

For all GPS pavement types, the 
variables moisture, temperature, sub
grade, and accumulated traffic loads 
were selected as sampling design fac
tors. These four criteria were common 
to the selection of GPS sections for all 
studies. As of July 24, 1989, 726 

. sections were being used for GPS pur
poses [Ref. 6] . These sections were se
lected from initial and follow-up re
cruitment efforts. A large number of 
sections are still required to fill the re
vised overlay studies, GPS-6B and 
GPS-7B. The sections for these two 
new studies possibly could come from 
the existing asphalt concrete studies 
(GPS-l and GPS-2) and the three PCC 
studies (GPS-3, GPS-4, and GPS-S). 

A two-tiered experimental approach 
will be used because tiered format per
mits a flexible analysis of all or por
tions of the data. Each primary tier cell, 
sixteen total, is a subdivision of one of 
the key factors mentioned above. Pave
ments belonging to anyone of the pri
mary tier cell have approximately the 
same traffic, climate and subgrade soil. 
Two pavement sections are being used 
to conduct experiments for each cell. 

Material sampling and field testing 
(MS & FT) operations, currently un
derway in Texas, are very crucial for a 

~---+-- Coring and Augering 

7 + 50 
White Line 

Coring, Augering, 
and Test Pit 
White Line 

5 + 00 
(Test Section Ends) 

Falling Weight 
Deflectometer Testing 

0+00 
(Test Section Starts) 

White Line 

Sampling 
White Line 

-5 + 00 

Pavement Edge 

FIGURE I : Layout of testing area for GPS sites . 

GPS site to obtain data on layer thick
nesses and in situ properties of the indi
vidual layers. MS & FT operations on 
the GPS test sections (Fig. 1) in the 
Southern Region are conducted within 
a 12S0 foot long, one lane wide section 
which is closed to traffic [Ref. 7] . The 
actual test section is SOO feet long in 
the lane adjacelilt to the outer shoulder 
with 100-foot sections at the end for 
MS & FT operations [Ref. 7]. Falling 
weight deflectometer (FWD) tests are 
conducted within the SOO-foot section 
[Ref. 7]. Following is a brief descrip
tion of work at a GPS site in the South
ern Region [Ref. 7]. 

'Falling weight deflectometer (FWD) 
tests are conducted at the 12-inch auger 
sampling and the test pit sampling lo
cations, before these samples are taken. 
Then, FWD testing is conducted within 
the SOO-foot test section itself. Pave
ment response to FWD testing is meas
ured at many different locations in the 

test section. Examples of such locations 
are the mid-lane, pavement edge, and 
joints and cracks. A sequence of four 
loads is used at each test point, and 
testing time varies from about 3 to 6 
minutes. 

After deflection testing, sawing for 
the pit and coring operations begins. 
Four-inch diameter asphalt cores and 
6-inch diameter concrete cores are 
needed for laboratory tests. For asphalt 
pavements, one l2-inch by 12-inch 
block is sawed out for laboratory test
ing. A truck-mounted drill rig is used 
for coring operations, and a 12-inch 
auger is used for drilling. 

A 4-foot by 6-foot test pit is the best 
method for in situ density testing of AC 
pavements because surface preparation 
of the exposed base course is required 
for nuclear density testing. The test pi 
is located at the "exit" end of the test 
section . For AC pavements, bulk 
samples of base, subbase, and subgrade 
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are obtained by auger from 12-inch 
diameter core holes at one end and from 
the test pit at the other end. No test pits 
are used for PCC pavements. Instead, 
three 12-inch diameter core holes are 
used for bulk sampling on both ends. 
Patching operations are conducted upon 
conclusion of MS & FT operations. 

The list of responsibilities for state 
highway agencies and SHRP for the 

GPS program are outlined in Table 1 
[Ref. 4]. 

Sampling, coring, boring and test 
pits have been completed for half of 
the sections in Texas [Ref. 6]. The re
mainder of the tests will be completed 
by April 1990 [Ref. 6]. Profilometer 
tests will be conducted in the spring 
[Ref. 6]. All of the state sites have been 
monitored by PASCO, which is a de

vice used to measure visual distress. 

SPECIFIC PAVEMENT STUDIES 
(SPS) 

SPS is a study of unique or new 
pavement types. SPS sections need to 
be constructed. SPS emphasizes par
ticular design factors that are not well 
covered in the GPS studies. The three 

LTPP continued on page 18. 

AESTHETICALLY PLEASING BRIDGE RAIL: 


Research has developed railing to 
withstand impact loads from vehicles 
of ever-increasing size; however, aes
thetic considerations have been over
shadowed by safety and structural re
quirements. The objective of Research 
Study 1185, Aesthetically Pleasing 
Bridge Rails, is to develop aestheti
cally pleasing, structurally sound rail
ings that can serve as alternative rail
ings in cities or urban areas. 

The first report, Aesthetically Pleas
ing Concrete Beam and Posts Bridge 
Rail-Texas Type T411, written by T. 
1. Hirsch, C. E. Buth, W. Campise, and 
D. Kaderka, presents a new, open-type 
concrete bridge rail. This bridge rail is 
constructed of reinforced concrete 32 
inches high by 12 inches thick and con
tains 6 inch wide by 18 inch high open
ings at an 18 inch center-to-center lon
gitudinal spacing (Fig. 1). The use of 
pilasters is optional since they did not 
contribute to the bridge rail strength as 
built and crash tested. 

The bridge rail was crash tested and 
evaluated in accordance with NCHRP 
230 for Service Level 2. Two crash 
tests we!e required: a 4,500 Ib passen
ger car at 60 mph and 25° impact angle; 
and an 1,800 Ib passenger car at 60 
mph and 20° impact angle. 

In both tests, the bridge rail con
tained and redirected the test vehicle 
with no lateral movement of the bridge 
rail. There were no detached elements 

~or debris to present undue hazard to 

TEXAS TYPE T411 
other traffic. The vehicle remained 
upright and relatively stable during the 
collision. The occupant/compartment 
impact velocities and lO-millisecond 
occupant ridedown accelerations were 
within the limits specified in NCHRP 
Report 230. The vehicle trajectory at 
loss of contact indicates no intrusion 
into adjacent traffic lanes (exit angles 
of 0° and 5.9°). These tests also met the 
safety evaluation guidelines proposed 
in the new AASHTO Guide Specifica
tionfor Bridge Railings. 

Although the Texas Type T411 will 
cost significantly more than the stan
dard concrete safety shape, such deco
rative rails provide good aesthetic value. 
The Department can get community 
involvement for aesthetics on bridge 

projects. Presently, the City of Lam
pasas is working with the Department 
putting money into three bridge proj
ects using the T411 rail. This type of 
positive community involvement is 
good for the Department. The FHWA 
is also interested in the T411 and agreed 
to fund the extra cost as an experimen
tal feature on a Brownwood bridge proj
ect. The Texas Type C411, a combina
tion pedestrian/traffic rail version of the 
T411, is intended for use on the Co
10mbiaILaredo International Bridge, 
which is currently being designed. Plans 
are to include the Texas flag and the 
Mexican eagle as part of the decora
tion. For more information, please 
contact Mr. Mark Bloschock (D-5) Tex
An 254-5059, (512) 371-5059. 

-

I 

FIGURE 1: Rendering of the Texas Type T411. 

The information contained herein is experimental in nature and is published for the development of new ideas and 
technology only. Any discrepancies with official views or policies of the TSDHPT should be discussed with the appropriate 
Austin Division prior to implementation of the procedures. 
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AESTHETICS AND DESIGN: 

SLENDER CONCRETE SIGN BRIDGES 


by Kathleen M. Jones 
Technology Transfer 

Transportation Planning Division 

Design is a series of trade-offs. 
Geometrics have to answer traffic needs. 
How much right-of-way is available 
coupled with how much right-of-way 
can be bought will dictate, to some ex
tent, what kind of structures can be built. 
Practical matters such as outfall, and 
other drainage concerns, must be con
sidered. Vertical curves need to be 
minimized. Human factors must also 
be considered: forests of multiple bridge 
columns in an urban setting confuse the 
drivers' eyes causing stress and fatigue. 
Structures are pervasive in the urban 
landscape, and the public is getting more 
outspoken about ugly bridges. All these 

FIG. I: 8 lanes offreeway, 6 offrontage road in 285 ft. ofROW.
factors: capacity, geometrics, economic 
feasibility and aesthetics, were balanced 
by Billy A. Hardie, District Designing 
Engineer of Fort Worth District, in a 
unified slender concrete design of a 
major widening and reconstruction proj
ect on IH-35W. 

This IH-35W project is between IH
30 and IH-20 south of Fort Worth. The 
right-of-way available in this 41/2-mile 
section varied from 285 feet to 315 feet. 
Out of this width, 8 lanes of freeway 
and 6 of frontage road needed to be 
carved (Fig. 1). These geometric con
straints, combined with not wanting to 
create drainage problems and vertical 
curves by excavating deeply for under
passes, meant that the underpass bridges 
would have to be constructed with slen
der bents and narrow concrete box 
beams to save space. The bents were 
designed to be flush with the retaining 
walls or formed into part of the con FIGURE 2: Pedestrian walkway. 

crete safety-shape barrier. To echo the 
functional clean lines of the underpass problem. Not only would the metal his staff designed a slender concrete 
bridges, Mr. Hardie and his staff de trusses of standard sign bridges clutter sign bridge (Fig. 3). An extensive lit
signed the pedestrian walkways to be the horizon, confusing the eye and giv erature search indicates that this may 
narrow box beams on slender bents as ing a claustrophobic feel, but also the be the first time this concept has been 
weli (Fig. 2). That left only one other wide footings needed for standard sign tried. 
major highway appurtenance to account bridges would encroach on the 22 foot The sign supplier, of course, was 
for, the sign bridges. median. Clean lines and narrow foot not set up to do a job like this. Mr. 

The sign bridges were going to be a ings were called for. Mr. Hardie and Hardie wrote to the Austin Divisions 
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FIGURE 3: A slender concrete sign bridge. 

explaining the design constraints and 
aesthetic value and received approval 
for the change. In the median, the nar
row , IS-inch supports for the sign 
bridges were formed all the way from 
the subgrade to the top in one opera
tion. The top of the median barrier was 
widened on a 20: I taper from 8 inches 
to IS inches around the supports so as 
to be flush with them (Fig. 4). The 
supports on the edge of the shoulder 

were designed to look like part of the 
retaining wall or were incorporated into 
the concrete safety-shape. Precast nar
row box beams were set on dowels on 
top of the slender supports. Single 
pedestal supports with short concrete 
box beams were made for the four 
changeable message signs (Fig. 5) that 
are part of the automated traffic control 
network being developed for Fort 
Worth. Other single sign supports, not 

requiring bridges, were designed to be 
part of the retaining wall or traffic bar
riers (Fig. 6). 

Building the slender concrete sign 
bridges requires design-shaped forms 
and heavier equipment to erect. They 
also take longer to erect than standard 
sign bridges, and swinging the box 
beams onto the supports can be a prob
lem if traffic is already on the facility. 
However, the greater initial cost is off
set by a longer service life that is virtu
ally maintenance-free, as well as by the 
aesthetic value. 

What started as a geometric con
straint problem, ended as a unified aes
thetic design concept in Fort Worth. 
The long, horizontal lines of the slen
der concrete structures open up the view 
and reduce psychological "squeeze" on 
the driver, just as the narrow bents and 
footings incorporated with the barriers 
solve the physical space problem in the 
right-of-way. Various textures and pat
terns in the retaining walls enhance the 
visual interest, breaking up the large 
expanses of concrete. By being respon
sive to aesthetics, as well as the other 
important design factors, Mr. Hardie 
and his staff developed a plan for an 
urban landscape of functional, clean 
lines in which all the parts function in 
harmony, rather than settling for a 
jumble of structures designed piece
meal. 

FIG. 4: Footingflush with median bar
rier. 

FIG. 5: Support structure for change
able message sign. 

FIG . 6: Side-mounted sign on retaining 
wall. 
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AUSTRALIAN ROAD BLENDED WITH ENVIRONMENT 

A new National Highway between 

the large iron ore mining center of 
Newman and the coastal area of Port 
Hedland will be, when completed, a 
two-lane sealed highway 416 kilome
ters in length. 

At one point the road descends from 
the Hamersley Plateau, passing for a 
distance of 21 kilometers through the 
Munjina East Gorge in the Hamersley 
Range National park. This segment of 
road spans two rivers, crosses 160 creeks 
of various sizes, passes through a sculp
tured road cut one kilometer long, passes 
beneath unstable cliffs for four kilome
ters. 

The unstable cliffs posed the great
est technical challenge, with individual 
cliffs containing up to 300,000 tons of 
rock precariously poised above the road. 
Conventional mountain road construc
tion had to be set aside. Instead of 
cutting the road into the slopes below 
the cliffs, the road was built up and out 

from the slopes, leaving a ditch to catch 
falling rocks. In one particularly dan
gerous section, a spring tensioned fence 
was built to catch bouncing rocks and 
then slide them down the slope. Con
ventional crash rails were modified to 
prevent flying rocks from reaching the 
road. 

This solution created another prob
lem because the raised embankment 
blocked the creek in the narrow gorge. 
Dam building techniques were used to 
create a zoned embankment with rock
fill on the steep outer slopes. When 
selectively dressed with the sparse top
soil, the slopes were erosion-resistant 
and matched the angles, texture and 
color of the natural slopes .. 

The Australian Road Federation 
says, "Constructing a new highway 
through a National Park is a rare but 
emotive issue. The project was domi
nated by environmental needs, but the 
grandeur of the gorge and the rugged 

nature of the country imposed engineer
ing challenges which required innova
tion and attention to detail. 

"Apart from creating technical solu
tions, the engineers had to create mas
sive SCUlptures, 'spray paint' sections 
of ",ork with wet soil, match paint with 
natural colors, mould the works into the 
landscape and maintain natural flows 
of water to endangered vegetation." 

Environmental damage was virtu
ally eUminated by having no borrow 
pits for 20 kilometers. All construction 
equipment was kept within the actual 
width of the road, avoiding unsightly 
cracks and scars. This involved careful 
matching of the quantity and quality of 
material from the large one-kilometer 
cut with the requirements of the 
zoned fill. 

From World Highways 39 (February 
1988): 5. 

WEEDS CAUSE BIG LAWSUITS 

A single-vehicle accident on a 

county gravel road in July 1979 resulted 
in fatal injuries to a passenger in the 
small pickup truck involved. The ve
hicle overturned in the roadway when 
the driver swerved to avoid an automo
bile entering the roadway from a farm 
driveway. The entering vehicle report
edly had stopped with its front near the 
edge of the traveled portion of the road
way. This position was necessary be
cause of the sight restrictions in the 
farmstead's windbreak. In the result
ing lawsuit, the county contributed a 
five-figure amount to the settlement, 
which was reached without a trial. A 
two-vehicle col1ision in July 1981 oc
curred when a west-bound small pickup 
truck failed to yield to a stop sign and 
was struck broadside by a southside 
vehicle. The passenger in the pickup 
was injured and initiated a lawsuit 
against the county involyed. Witnesses 
for both sides agreed that weeds and 
grasses growing in the right-of-way in 
the northeast quadrant obscured the view 

of a westbound driver unless a vehicle 
was stopped so that it encroached 
slightly on the traveled portion of the 
north south gravel road. This case settled 
without a trial, and the county contrib
uted a five-figure amount to the award. 
In each of these cases, the common 
factor was the presence in the highway 
right-of-way of vegetation growth that 
was alleged to have contributed to the 
accident. Most counties had adopted 
policies thlt substantially limit spray
ing, mowing, and cutting to control 
weeds and brush. Although these poli
cies have been adopted in the interest of 
economy, they have received wide
spread support for their scenic enhance
ment and wildlife preservation. While 
these environmental objectives are laud
able, counties should be alert to the 

possible need for spot control of vege
tation at locations where the motoring 
publiC'S safety would other wise be 
seriously compromised. 

Rural Technical Assistance News, 
University ofMaine. Spring. 1987. 

An unusual construction technique 
is underway in Belgium, where the Ben 
Ahin Bridge, with a single off-center 
pylon, is being built to cross the River 
Meuse. The structure, with a main deck 
294 meters long, is being built parallel to 
the banks of the river, and when the deck 
is complete the 16,000 ton structure will 
be rotated through 70 degrees to cross 
the river. 
From World Highways 39 (February 
1988): 6. 

The mentioning of brand names is strictly for informational purposes and does not 
imply endorsement or advertisement of a particular product by the Texas State 
Department of Highways and Public Transportation. 
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A REVIEW OF AGGREGATE SPECIFIC GRAVITIES 


The following article reviews the 
various types of aggregate specific grav
ity. Specific gravity of a material is the 
ratio between the weight of a given 
volume of the material and the weight 
of an equal volume of water. Specific 
gravities of aggregates are important 
because they are used in determining 
density and other void characteristics 
of the compacted asphalt mixture. They 
are also necessary in the proportioning 
of the aggregate and asphalt in mix
tures containing lightweight aggregate. 
Specific gravity is used in measuring 
the following five characteristics that 
are necessary in the design and control 
of compacted asphaltic concrete mix
tures: 

(1 ) Density-This is the ratio of the 
actual bulk specific gravity of the 
compacted bituminous mixture 
specimen to the theoretical maxi
mum specific gravity of the com
bined aggregate and asphalt con
tained in the specimen, expressed 
as a percentage. 

(2) 	 Air voids-The small air spaces that 
occur between the coated aggre
gates. Density and void content are 
directly related. The percent solids 
plus the percent air voids equals 
100 percent. Decreasing air void 
content generally increases pave
ment fatigue life, reduces thermal 
cracking, decreases moisture dam
age, and decreases aging due to 
oxidation. A certain percentage of 
air voids is necessary to allow for 
additional compaction by traffic. 
Loss in pavement stability occurs 
when the air void content becomes 
too low. 

(3) 	 Optimum asphalt content: 

(a) 	 Total asphalt content-The 
amount of asphalt that must be 
added to the mixture to pro
duce the optimum density . 

(b) 	 Effective asphalt content
The volume of asphalt not ab
sorbed by the aggregate; or, 
the amount of asphalt that ef
fectively forms a bonding film 
on the aggregate surfaces. 

(4) 	 Voids in the mineral aggregate 
(VMA)-Voids that exist between 
the aggregate particles in a com
pacted asphaltic concrete mixture. 
This is the space filled with asphalt 
plus the air void content. 

(5) 	 Voids filled with asphalt-The 
volume of asphalt divided by the 
VMA. This is not being considered 
for specification use at this time. 

There are three tVDes of specific 
gravities which are used in the equa
tions to calculate the above-mentioned 
factors; bulk, apparent, and effective 
specific gravity (Fig. I). Two forms, 
bulk and apparent specific gravity, are 
determined directly by testing aggre
gates in the lab. The difference be
tween the two is in the volume being 
considered. By definition: 

lvapVpp 

=lvpp-vap 

Vs 

Vs = Volume of solids 

Vpp = Volume of water permeable pores 

Vap = Volume of pores absorbing asphalt 


Vpp - Vap = Volume of water permeable pores not absorbing 
asphalt 

Ws = Oven-dry weight of aggregate 
yw = Ig/cm3 = Unit weight of water 

(for simplicity, metric measurements are used 
in these calculations) 

Ws 
1a. Bulk specific gravity 

(Vs + Vpp) yw 

Ws 
1b. Apparent specific gravity = GA = 

(Vs yw) 

1c. Effective specific gravity =Ge = 
(Vs + Vpp - Vap) "f'N 

FIGURE I : Relationship ofdifferent types of specific gravities [Ref 2]. 
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(1) 	 Bulk specific gravity is the ratio of 
the oven-dry weight of the aggre
gate to the bulk volume of the ag
gregate particles. The bulk volume 
of the aggregate is equal to the 
volume of water displaced by the 
aggregate in a saturated, surface
dry condition. Bulk specific grav
ity of an aggregate considers all 
aggregate pores in the volume de
termination (Fig. la). When this 
specific gravity is used, it is as
sumed that pores which absorb 
water do not absorb asphalt. [Ref. 
I, Tex-201-F] 

(2) 	 Apparent specific gravity is the 
ratio of the oven-dry weight of the 
aggregate to the apparent volume 
of the aggregate particles. The 
apparent volume of the aggregate 
is equal to the volume of water 
displaced by the impermeable por
tion of the aggregate. The volume 
of the pores that become filled with 
water are not included (Fig. 1 b). 
When apparent specific gravity is 
used, it is assumed that all water
permeable pores absorb asphalt. 

Apparent specific gravity is always 
heavier than bulk specific gravity 
for a given sample because it is 
based on a smaller volume. [Ref. 
I, Tex-202-F] 

The third form of specific gravity 
used by the Department is the effective 
specific gravity. It is the only aggre
gate specific gravity determined through 
the testing of the asphaltic concrete mix
ture. The volume does not include the 
pores and capillaries in the aggregate 
that absorb asphalt (Fig. I c). The effec
tive specific gravity is between the bulk 
and apparent specific gravities and can 
be approximated roughly by averaging 
the two values. The method of calcu
lating the effective specific gravity in
volves the use of data from tests for de
termining the theoretical maximum 
specific gravity of asphalt mixtures 
(Rice Method, Tex-227-F [Ref. I], or 
the 1. Rogers Martin Method, C-14 [Ref. 
3]). The theoretical maximum specific 
gravity of a bituminous mixture is the 
bulk specific gravity of that mixture 
when compacted to zero air voids. 
When this value is known, the effective 

specific gravity of the aggregate can be 
calculated. The effective specific grav
ity value is the most appropriate value 
to be used in most hot-mix calculations 
because it discriminates between wa
ter-permeable and asphalt-permeable 
pores. 
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ALTERNATIVE FUELS: NEEDS AND PROBLEMS 


by Mohanan Achen 

Center for Transportation Research 


University of Texas at Austin 


INTRODUCTION 

It might seem unusual to talk about 
alternative fuels at a time of cheap gaso
line. It would be highly illogical to try 
to substitute gasoline, which is the most 
suitable fuel for transportation at the 
present time, during a period of low 
crude oil prices, but economics is not 
the only reason that motivates policy 
decisions nowadays. Environmental 
issues are in the limelight, which is not 
surprising, considering the fact that the 
danger facing the existence of the hu
man race, as a result of environmental 
neglect, has finally been recognized by 
the international community. Gasoline 
emissions from automobiles contribute 

toward ozone depletion and towards the 
much dreaded greenhouse effect. The 
early 70s taught us the problems of 
being at the mercy of the oil producers. 
There are many inherent problems in 
depending upon petroleum as the sole 
source of energy. 

Transportation is very relevant to 
the problem of oil dependence because 
it is such a fuel inflexible sector since 
all present substitutes are either too ex
pensive or inferior. Because of the need 
for energy in a portable, concentrated 
form, transportation is generally re
garded as the highest value use cate
gory for petroleum-derived liquid fuels. 
In 1985, the transportation sector ac
counted for nearly 63 percent of U.S. 
petroleum consumption [Ref. 1]. The 
United States is, by far, the most domi
nant transportation oil consumer among 

the nations belonging to the Organiza
tion of Economic Cooperation and De
velopment (OECD), accounting for 
nearly 60 percent of all OECD con
sumption [Ref. 1]. The trend in the 
United States is towards a greater use 
of petroleum products by transporta
tion . The dependence of other sectors, 
such as electricity generation, on oil 
have reduced tremendously since the 
1978-79 oil price jump. 

THE URGENT NEED FOR 
ALTERNATIVE FUELS 

The primary economic reason for 
the development of alternative fuels 
would be to shield the country from the 
ill effects of sharp price fluctuations. 
Sharp oil price increases, which are 
brought on by cutbacks in oil produc
tion or "supply shocks", are causes of 
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recession. The theory that energy price 
collapses cause economic booms has 
not been proved and is certainly not 
valid in Texas where the oil price col
lapse of 1986 caused widespread un
employment, a severe decline in the 
fortunes of the real estate sector, and 
the subsequent collapse of banks and 
the savings and loans institutions. Di
vergences between consumption and 
production are precursors for sharp oil 
price increases. A situation of excess 
consumption over production, which is 
also known as a consumption excess 
gap, induces a price increase, whereas 
a r.everse situation, known as a produc
tion excess gap, induces the opposite 
effect [Ref. I]. The two worst 20th
century crude oil price escalations oc
curred in 1915-1920 and 1978-1981, 
after the two most prolonged gaps of 
excess growth rates in oil consumption 
over d<?mestic oil production [Ref. 11 
When these gaps were reversed oil 
prices were inevitably driven down. The 
unusually severe recessions that fol
lowed both the worst U.S. oil price 
jumps indicates the need for balance in 
the energy sector to achieve and main
tain economic stability. 

The process for reestablishing bal
ance after a major price movement his
torically has been quite long and has 
involved recessions after the upward 
price movement. Historically, initial 
gaps precede price shocks that cause 
subsequent declines in economic ac
tivity. Since the widening of these gaps 
appears to be predictable well in ad
vance of these price shocks, steps should 
be taken to correct the situation. 

The transportation sector was less 
responsible for initiating the 1968-1973 
gap than were other sectors. Even 
though the other sectors did increase 
their oil consumption during 1968-1973, 
they were able to rapidly reverse these 
increases so that they contributed far 
more to the closure and reversal of the 
gap than did transportation. It was far 
easier for the other sectors to switch 
fuels than the transportation sector. In 

.1 	fact, transportation's growth momen
tum combined with its inflexibility in 
fuel substitution and in conservation 
caused this sector to consume more oil 

in 1985 than in 1973, while each of the 
other sectors managed to reduce their 
consumption. Since the first oil price 
shock in 1973, the total oil consump
tion of this country has dropped 7.8 
percent despite an II percent increase 
in consumption by transportation from 
1975 to 1985 [Ref. I]. The success of 
American efforts to reduce oil consump
tion in the transportation sector will be 
crucial in preventing or reversing the 
next oil consumption excess growth gap. 
This capability must be developed to 
thwart the calamitous consequences of 
the possible recurrence of the early 
1980s. 

Another very good reason to pro
mote feasible alternative fuels is that 
the United States may not be able to 
deal with another energy crisis remi
niscent of the oil embargo of the early 
1970s. The United States is running out 
of economically recoverable petroleum. 
Proven oil reserves have fallen from a 
level of 38 billion barrels in 1973 to 
about 27 billion barrels in 1988 [Ref. 
6]. Exhaustion of domestic U.S. petro
leum reserves reduces the nation's abil
ity to deal with consumption excess 
growth gaps by increasing domestic 
petroleum production. Therefore, the 
nation must: 

(a) 	 Increase exports to earn the neces
sary foreign exchange to purchase 
imported oil. 

(b) Improve the thermodynamic effi
ciency of equipment that uses pe
troleum products. 

(c) 	 Develop domestically produced 
substitutes for petroleum products. 

(d) Import substitute fuels that are less 
costly. 

Environmental reasons are another 
major factor for the search for alterna
tive fuels. The ozone problem and the 
greenhouse effect will be household 
words in the I 990s. The depletion of 
the ozone layer threatens to expose the 
Earth's population to harmful ultravio
let rays increasing the rates of skin and 
other cancers. The problem has become 
serious enough to force the industrial
ized nations to enforce a ban on the use 
of fluorocarbons-the major culprit in 
the problem. 

The greenhouse effect is caused 
by the accumulation of carbon dioxide 
and other trace gases in the atmosphere. 
These gases form a shield that prevents 
heat, in the form of infrared rays, from 
escaping. The earth's radiation balance 
is upset, and the eventual global warm
ing can increase temperatures from I ·C 
to 50C [Ref. 3]. This warming could 
shift global precipitation patterns, dis
rupt established crop growing regions, 
raise the sea level by approximately a 
meter, and eventually melt portions of 
the polar ice caps, threatening coastal 
cities worldwide with inundation. Sev
eral other trace gases, methane, nitrous 
oxide, ozone and chlorofluorocarbons, 
could contribute to about 50 percent of 
the total greenhouse temperature in
crease 50 years from now [Ref. 3]. 

Globally, fossil fuel burning now 
accounts for 56 to 94 percent of the 
total net carbon dioxide release-val
ues in excess of 75 percent are more 
likely-and greater contributions are 
expected in the future [Ref. 3]. Motor 
vehicles account for about 90 percent 
of the carbon monoxide in the atmos
phere [Ref. 9]. If the average efficiency 
of the whole U.S. fleet, including trucks 
and buses, were improved to 29 mpg 
from the 1985 figure of 14.5 mpg, car
bon dioxide emissions would be reduced 
by 50 percent [Ref. 3]. There are now 
about 80 urban areas with total popula
tion of about 40 million people which 
do not meet EPA carbon monoxide 
standards [Ref. 9]. Seventy areas with 
a total population over 76 million people 
have violated federal owne standards, 
and this situation can only be rectified 
if there is a 40 percent reduction in the 
hydrocarbon emissions in at least a third 
of the nation's largest cities [Ref. 9]. In 
1987, Houston's ground level owne 
problem was the second worst in the 
country, next to Los Angeles. 

THE PROBLEM OF FUEL 
SUBSTITUTION 

As was mentioned earlier, petroleum 
substitutes for transportation would be 
difficult to develop or market during a 
period of low oil prices. The present 
alternatives are either too inferior or 
too expensive. It would also be unwise 
to make a commitment to an alternative 
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fuel without considering its environ
mental impact. The most commonly 
proposed alternatives to petroleum are 
electricity, methanol, compressed and 
Jiquified natural gas (CNG and LNG), 
and hydrogen (LH

2 
and hydride). 

The process of fuel substitution can 
be described as occurring in two steps. 
Firstly, price shocks stimulate consum
ers and investors to reduce oil consump
tion by using alternative fuels as much 
as possible. Secondly, producers of 
energy-intensive products begin pro
grams of research and development to 
implement new technologies that are 
more thennodynamically efficient or 
use more abundant, less expensive fuels 
or both. Several years of sustained high 
prices, well above recent price levels, 
must occur to cause the widespread 
adoption of new oil-substituting and oil
conserving technology. A. J. Sobey of 
General Motors indicates that a price of 
$20 per barrel would be suitable to ini
tiate the process of fuel substitution 
based on some low cost non-American 
gas sources [Ref. 1]. 

The 1990s have been predicted to 
be an age of OPEC dominance in the 
oil market again. Such a statement may 
raise the specter of another energy situ
ation similar to the early 1970s but such 
fears may be unnecessary. The OPEC 
cartel has a vested interest in not allow
ing the oil price to return to its fonner 
peak of $34 per barrel. High prices will 
initiate a conservationary trend among 
consumer countries and unleash another 
slump in the oil industry. Saudi Arabia 
is the dominant force in OPEC by vir
tue of having the world's largest re
serves and resources. The Saudis will 
be able to control the production to 
ensure that the oil price does not rise 
too much. The official OPEC target is 
$18 per barrel [Ref. 10]. This price is 
not high enough to encourage consum
ers to conserve or to explore and de
velop their own oil fields and flood the 
market. Therefore, the price of gas and 
oil in the 1990s could be expected to 
increase only modestly, which does not 
help the competitiveness of alternative 
fuels versus gasoline. The cheap price 
of imported oil does not help matters 
much either. 

To solve the problem, fuels and tech
nologies should be priced at their social 
cost or full economic cost instead of 
their private cost [Ref. 3]. While gaso
line is currently the cheapest fuel on a 
private basis, it certainly is the most 
expensive if we were to account for the 
cost of air pollution and the expense of 
defending the oilfields in the Middle 
East in tenns of money and human lives. 
Research and development should be 
directed at fuel and vehicle combina
tions with low external costs, especially 
those that do not produce environmental 
problems and aggravate world tensions. 

Active government intervention 
would certainly help the cause. Active 
government efforts during the 70s 
helped in the transition from leaded to 
unleaded fuels [Ref. 4]1. Strong gov
ernmental enforcement with disregard 
to market forces would be crucial if 
matters become urgent. This "com
mand-and-control" approach is effec
tive when only a small number of people 
or corporations OF organizations need 
to be dealt with [Ref. 4]. Also, too 
much publicity regarding the introduc
tion of any alternative fuel should be 
avoided. The press tends to stress the 
negative aspects of any new technol
ogy, especially if it is government spon
sored, and this adverse publicity would 
kill any potentially innovative effort. 
Any new technology will experience 
"teething" problems in the initial stages 
and must be given a chance to prove 
itself. For example, the gasoline en
gine, itself, was considered infeasible 
during the horse-and-buggy era. 
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EDITOR'S NOTE 

This article is the first in a series on 
issues surrounding alternative fuels. 
Part 2 will discuss types offuel alterna
tives, their advantages and disadvan
tages. Future articles will deal with such 
subjects as availability of alternative
fuel-capable equipment, alternative fuel 
reserves and fueling station infrastruc
ture, the relationship of legislation to 
alternative fuel technology feasibility, 
etc. District and Division personnel 
are invited to submit articles or sugges
tions for articles for this series. 
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WORK ZONE SAFETY EMPHASIZED 


A contractor may be doing the road 
work, but moving traffic safely through 
work zones is the highway authority's 
responsibility. As lawsuits against 
governments have multiplied dramati
cally, safety in work zones has come 
under increased scrutiny. One in eight 
accident studies brought to the atten
tion of noted highway consultant R. L. 
Carstens now involves work zone acci
dents. Ten years ago it was one in 100. 
Every governmental entity with juris
diction over highways should become 
familiar with proper work zone traffic 
control devices. These are described in 
Part VI of the Manual of Unifonn Traf
fic Control Devices (MUTCD). 

Use unifonn work zone traffic con
trol signs and devices so drivers know 
what to expect. One of the newest is 
the traffic control paddle, a two-sided 
sign on a staff. One side has the red 
octagonal STOP sign, the reverse has 
an orange SLOW sign. The instruc
tions provided by the paddle are much 
clearer to drivers than the many pos
sible movements of a flagman's flag. 
Planning work zone traffic control 
should follow seven principles: 

Keep the motorist's respect and the 
agency's credibility. Don't lie to 
the public. 

If work is not in progress, or a 
hazard is not there, take down, fold 
over or cover signs. 

If there is no need for traffic-chan
nelling devices, remove them. 

Do not tell drivers to expect a haz
ard that is not there. Ifyou do, they 
may not believe other signs and 
devices used on the project. 

Do not assume that drivers and 
pedestrians will see or recognize 
the workers or hazards in the work 
area. 

Maintain the controls as if every 
driver were approaching the area 

i, 
for the first time. 

Understand the philosophy of good 
work area traffic control, so you 

can perfonn your work with a mini
mum of exposure to traffic. Watch 
for problems and any damaged or 
missing devices. 

From Crossroads, University of Wis
consin-Madison, Winter, 1989. 

FIG. 1: Use ofpaddle by flagger . 

CALL THE LIBRARY! 

(512) 465-7644 TEX-AN 241-7644 

The D-IOR Technology Transfer Li
brary does infonnation searches for 
department personnel. Take advantage 
of this service when a field problem 
has you stumped or when you need to 
know the latest on a subject. The Li
brary can also send you copies of ar
ticles and publications summarized in 
The Research Digest, Technical 
Quarterly, and The Annual Listing. 
Call the D-IOR Technology Transfer 
Library with your requests. 

NO TIME TO READ? 
Many of us face this problem: too 

much reading, too little time. Here are 
some tips on how you can maximize a 
limited amount of reading time: 

Schedule specific blocks of time 
each week for business reading (and 
stick to your schedule). 

Prioritize your reading material. 
Read the most important infonna
tion first. 

Skim each piece of material to 
quickly detennine if you need to 
read further. Look at the table of 
contents first. Then read the head
line and first sentence of sections 
and paragraphs. The greatest goal 
of speed reading is to not read 
material you aren't interested in or 
that isn't needed. 

Delegate reading to people in your 
department. Let then know what 
kind of infonnation they should 
forward to your attention. 

From CAPSULES, Southern Rural 
Development Center, 0 (May 1989). 
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LTPP continuedfrom page 9. TABLE 1: Division ofresponsibilities for the GPS program. 

criter;a to include in a SPS study in the 
L TPP program are: 

1. 	 potential new knowledge about the 
study ' s design factor effects; 

2. 	 the need for widespread observa
tion of factor effects across several 
different climates; and 

3. 	 the inability of the GPS to provide 
the desired knowledge. 

The SPS studies are categorized as fol
lows [Ref. 6) : 

SPS-I: Strategic Study of Structural 
Factors for Flexible Pavements 

SPS-2: Strategic Study of Structural 
Factors for Rigid Pavements 

SPS-3: Maintenance Effectiveness of 
Flexible Pavements 

SPS-4: Maintenance Effectiveness of 
Rigid Pavements 

SPS-S: Rehabilitation of Asphalt Con
crete Pavements 

SPS-6: Rehabilitation of Jointed Con
crete Pavements 

SPS-7: Bonded Concrete Overlays of 
Concrete Pavements 

SPS-8: Environmental Effects 

SPS-9: Asphalt Program Related Study 

Each of these sections are SOO feet 
long, with markings every I ()() feet [Ref. 
6) . The site verification for the SPS test 
sections requires I to 2 days [Ref. 6). 
Site selections are made to avoid sig
nificant variations from cut to fill, to 
avoid large culverts, and to avoid sig
nificant variations in traffic. These spe
cially designed SPS test sections will 
be arranged in such a manner that each 
of them have the same subgrade, cli
mate, and traffic. It is hoped that sec
tions near GPS projects can be used as 
test sites in an effort to cut costs and to 
reduce the search for new pavement 
test sections. 

The list of responsibilities for the 
SHRP and the state for the SPS pro
gram are outlined in Table 2 [Ref. 6]: 

Texas has a considerable number of 
candidate test sections in the SPS-3 and 
SPS-4 program (Figs. 2 and 3). The 
goals of the SPS-3 and SPS-4 pro-

State Responsibilities SHRP Responsibilities 

• Maintenance Data 

• Rehabilitation and 
Reconstruction Data 

• Traffic Counts, AVC, WIM 

• Skid Resistance Data 

• Traffic Control 

• Construction of Specific 
Pavement Studies Sites 

• Materials and Testing 
Patch Report 

• Signing and Marking 
Sections 

State Responsibilities 

• 	Quality Control 

• 	 Data Collection and 
Calibration 

• 	 Data Management 

• 	 Environmental Data 

• Training 

• 	 Deflections 

• 	 Profile Roughness 

• 	 Distress Survey 

• 	Materials and Testing 
for GPS 

SHRP Responsibilities 

TABLE 2: Division of responsibilities for the SPS program. 

• Development of the 
Experimental DeSign 

• Coordination Among 
Participating Highway Agencies 

• Final Acceptance of Test Sites 

• Development of Standard 
Data Collection Forms 

• Assistance with Special 
Sampling Requirements 

• Coordination of Materials 
Sampling and Testing 

• Development of a Comprehensive 
Database and Data Entry 

• Control of Data Quality 

• Data Analysis and Reporting 

gram are: 

I. 	 establish effectiveness of common 
maintenance treatments in prolong
ing pavement life; 

2. 	 develop methods for evaluating 
cost-effectiveness of maintenance 
treatments; and 

3. 	 develop information on the effec

• Participation in Experimental 
DeSign Implementation Plans 

• Nomination of Test Sites 

• Preparation of Plans and 
Specifications 

• Selection of Construction 
Contractor 

• Construction of the Test 
Pavements 

• Provision of Traffic Control for All 
Test Sites 

• Data Collection 

• Materials Sampling and Testing 

• Collection and Reporting of 
Pavement Inventory Data 

• Conducting and Reporting of 
Maintenance Activities 

• Collection and Reporting 
of Traffic and Load Data 

tive timing of the application of 
maintenance treatments. 

The pilot section for the SPS-3 pro
gram was constructed on December S, 
1989, in San Antonio [Ref. 6) . Twelve 
SPS-3 sites have been nominated [Ref. 
6) . Nominations are currently being 
sought for SPS-S and SPS-6 sites. Texas 
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is not partIcIpating in SPS-7 and is 
. undecided about participation in the 

SPS-8 and SPS-9 programs. 

BENEFITS 
There are considerable benefits for 

the participants in this research pro
gram. These benefits are outlined be
low: 

I. 	 A better working knowledge of 
pavement performance can be ob
tained. 

2. 	 Refined calibration of Falling 
Weight Deflectometer tests can be 
obtained. 

3. 	 It improves the accuracy of pres
ent road plans or updates them. 

4. 	 It provides abundance of improved 
traffic data. 

5. 	 More cooperation will be instilled 
among participating federal, state 
and district authorities. 

6. 	 The National Pavement Database 
will be an extremely useful tool 
for future pavement management 
efforts. 

7. 	 The savings accrued from the re
search done would be enormous 
for Texas alone. An approximate 
annual savings of $4 million could 
be achieved in asphalt operations. 

8. 	 The districts may find solutions to 
localized problems by participat
ing in the SPS program by adding 
pavement test sections with designs 
unique to their districts . 

For up-to-date summaries on L TPP 
activities, see SHRP'ER FOCUS: The 
Texas District SHRP Coordinators 
Newsletter, a new quarterly publication 
published by the Highway Design Di
vision (0-8). The first issue is sched
uled for February. Contact Mr. James 
Sassin (D-8), Tex-An 258-8106, (512) 
465-6106, for further information. 
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FIGURE 2: Proposed construction layout ofSPS-3 AC maintenance treatments. 

FIGURE 3: Construction ofan SPS-3 site in District 15. 
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ACQUISITION CONFERENCE AND EXPO 


The SDHPT will be hosting the Na
tional Traffic Data Acquisition Tech
nologies Conference and Expo in Austin , 
Texas, on August 26-30, 1990, at the 
Stouffer Austin Hotel. Sponsors in
clude the American Society for Testing 
and Materials , Texas A&M University, 
University of Texas at Austin and the 
Federal Highway Administration. 

The conference will present the latest 
data collection and weigh-in-motion 
(WIM) equipment and site installation 
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techniques to provide participants with 
possible technical solutions and tech
niques for meeting the growing demands 
of traff,jc data acquisition. Conference 
sessions will be enhanced by exhibits of 
numerous displays on data 
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The conference is targeted at traffic 
engineers , traffic analysts, transporta
tion planners, design engineers , high 
way safety engineers, law enforcement 
personnel, trucking industry policy 
makers, data collection manufacturers 
and researchers in related fields. 

For additional information on the 
conference or registration information, 
please contact Ms. Tanya Pavliska at 
512A65-7936 or Tex-An 241-7936. 
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